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SURELY JULY CAN’T BE AROUND THE CORNER?

Winter has certainly hit Melbourne over the past 

few weeks.  As the days begin to get a little shorter, 

we have risen in the dark, and for some, returned 

home in the dark. This term has been extremely busy 

with students in Year 11 Global Politics representing 

Reservoir High at the United Nationals Model 

Conference for Global Politics, an extraordinarily 

successful Information and Showcase Evening,  Eric 

Xia’s  invitation to be the Master of Ceremonies at the 

annual International Student Forum, Reconciliation 

Day at the Simpson Barracks, representing all 

Victorian government schools, IDAHOBIT Day, 

Year 9 and 10 Try a Trade Day, Anti-Cancer Council 

Biggest Morning Tea, Action Centre visit with Year 

9, “Whittlesea Flashmob”, Primary School Debating 

Workshops Drama Victoria’s Theatre Festival, “Deadly 

Sista” Program, Tri Tactics and a terrific effort by the 

Reservoir High Athletics Team!  I think you would 

agree that there are an abundance of opportunities 

for the students at Reservoir High!

It is always worth noting that all of these events take 

place because our staff support them and encourage 

the students at Reservoir High to participate and 

enjoy them. Our students will hopefully remember 

these rich and rewarding events as they move into 

the world outside of secondary education. 

“This term has been 
extremely busy with 
students in Year 11 Global 
Politics representing 
Reservoir High at the 
United Nationals Model 
Conference for Global 
Politics,”
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IFTAR DINNER

It was our pleasure to be invited once again to 

the IFTAR Dinner which was held at the East 

Preston Islamic College in Association with the 

Victorian Police.  School Captains, Matilda and 

John accompanied me to this very special and 

friendly event.  It was great to be a part of such a 

large gathering of community members as well as 

Police Officers from around the state.  We enjoyed 

a delicious meal amongst friends from the school, 

NCAT, Robin Scott MLA and community members 

from the district.

We held a special ceremony this week 

when we commenced digging for our 

1989 School Capsule.  Many thanks to 

Agung, our Maintenance Coordintor, 

for his assistance in digging this very 

well buried artefact.  Students and 

staff surroundad the dig and when the 

capsule was eventually dug out, we 

opened it to find the special treasures it 

contained.  It was at first strange to find 

some McDonald’s boxes from the 1980’s 

(probably collectors pieces by now) and 

also some written work from students, 

a letter from one principal to another, 

photos and other interesting pieces of 

paraphernalia from this time.  Some of 

our teachers remember the day it was 

buried.  Unfortunately, no gold was 

found, but the memories of a bygone era 

were reflected upon – particularly with 

the day’s newspapers and even some 

shopping catalogues – hair was worn 

very differently when we compare styles 

with 2018!  Many thanks to Mr Marcus and 

his  team of students for coming up with 

the idea and also for modelling some 

uniforms from the Reservoir High past.

1989 SEEMS SUCH A LONG TIME AGO
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Mark Jessup
Principal

 
PH: 03 9466 0900
FAX: 03 9471 0252

Email: Jessup.mark.m@edumail.vic.gov.au

STUDENT SCHOOL COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES

I want to congratulate Libby Chu (Year 7)  and Ananke 

Arneaud (Year 11) for securing the two student 

positions on Reservoir High’s School Council.  I look 

forward to meeting with them both on June 22nd, as 

we  discuss the role of students on School Council 

and they have an opportunity to clarify any questions 

they might have.

SEMESTER ONE REPORTS

By the time this newsletter is published, I would 

anticipate that reports would have been issued.  

Please ensure that you find some time in your busy 

schedule to sit down with your child/children and 

reflect upon what each report suggests in terms of 

progress, attitude and behaviour.  I am hopeful that 

students will return in term 3 with goals set ready to 

go, determined to make semester two even more 

successful and personally satisfying that semester 

one.

        Ananke Arneaud          Libby Chu

PLAYFUL 
PARENTING 

EXPO
              10AM -  3PM                    

GAL ADA  COMMUNITY  CENTRE
10A Forum Way, Epping North 

Story time 
Children's Activities 
Face painting 
Local parenting information 

Come and join us for a FREE day of:

For more information or to register your booking contact 
Council’s Family Services Education Officer on 9404 8865  or 

email familytraining@whittlesea.vic.gov.au
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Recently, the year 10 Drama class participated in 

2 workshops held at the medical departments of 

Melbourne University with groups of doctors in 

training for their work with adolescent students. The 

class was asked to prepare, as part of their class 

work, a detailed study on a particular character 

called Jo which could be interpreted as male, female 

or non-gender specific. The background of the 

teenager was very specific and during the workshops 

the students were asked to be in character and 

respond to the various questions posed to them by 

the doctors. The issues raised were based mainly 

on mental health and the best ways to approach 

the ever occurring problems among adolescents 

overall. The doctors were delighted to work with our 

students and they felt that they learned so much 

from these practical encounters. The students were 

asked to give individual feedback to the doctors with 

regards to the manner with which they asked the 

questions, the ways that they established a sense 

of confidentiality and safety and the types of advice 

that they felt was appropriate to give the students. 

We were picked up, given morning tea and lunch 

and then brought back to school. What a great 

adventure!

WORKSHOP AT THE MEDICAL 
DEPARTMENT OF 
MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY

ACTING WORKSHOP FOR THEATRE STUDIES 
STUDENTS WITH NEKA ZANG 

Graduate of AMDA (American Music and Dramatic 
Society) based in New York

Reservoir High Theatre Studies and Drama students 

had the unique opportunity to be mentored by a 

most talented and accomplished actor, dancer and 

singer, fresh from her season on Broadway in the 

brand new hit musical American Psycho. An AMDA 

alumni and past AMDA faculty member, Neka is 

originally from Scottsdale, Arizona. She divides her 

time between LA and NYC appearing on both stage 

and screen. She appeared recently on Broadway as 

Constance Sack in the smash hit Rock of Ages. Other 

shows include ‘Wicked’, ‘Mary Poppins,’ ‘Dam Sharks’ 

(SYFY) and she is also appearing in the feature film 

‘Winter's Tale’ staring Colin Farrell.

ACTING WORKSHOPS

Neka started the workshop with her "Power Pose", 

encouraging the students to find their confidence 

through their individuality and stance. She then 

worked with some of the students acting in the 

school production this year. She encouraged each 

performer to find a fresh perspective and a new way 

of thinking about their character and the action taking 

place while the rest of the students watched the 

shift, studying the way Neka helped direct thoughts 

and intention. It was a wonderful confidence building 

exercise for our budding thespians.

Nina Rossini
Theatre Studies Teacher
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Junior school students and staff have been 

extremely busy since our last newsletter report 

and we are proud of the efforts and commitment 

of our junior students in all their classes and extra- 

curricular activities in which they have been involved 

in.

MEDIEVAL DAY

Year 8 students participated in our annual Medieval 

Day on Friday 11th May and participated in a range of 

activities that promoted Medieval times.  It was great 

to see the students getting so involved in all of the 

activities and having so much fun.  The theme of the 

day was further complemented by many students 

and staff members across the school who dressed 

up for the day. Well done to all students and staff 

involved. 

INTERSCHOOL SPORTS TEAMS

There have been many Junior students participating 

in Interschool Sport teams this term in Football, 

Badminton, Netball, Athletics and Cross Country.  

Congratulations to all students for participating in 

these teams.  Thank you also to all staff who have 

been coaching and supporting these teams through 

training and coaching on game day.

YEAR 7 & 8 CLASSES AT RESERVOIR LEISURE 
CENTRE

Congratulations to all Year 7 students who 

participated in the five week unit at Reservoir Leisure 

Centre as part of their Physical Education classes this 

term.  All Year 7 students participated in swimming 

technique and water safety sessions, while Year 

8 students participated in either the swimming or 

community recreation classes.  Well done to all 

students who took part

“Year 7 Watermarc 
excursion will be held on 
Friday July 20th” 

YEAR 7 WATERMARC EXCURSION

All Year 7s have been informed that the Year 7 

Watermarc excursion will be held on Friday July 20th 

(Term 3, Week 1).  Students have received permission 

notes and they need to be returned by the end of 

Term 2. 
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Kind regards 
Junior School Team

Darryl Forbes – Junior School Leader
Mrs Tammy Baines – Juniors School Office Manager

Mr David Gayfer – Year 7 Coordinator
Mr Greg Irvin  - Year 8 Coordinator

STUDENT OF THE MONTH (APRIL/MAY) 

AWARDS – YEARS 7 & 8

We are proud to officially announce that the 

successful recipients of the Student of the Month 

Award for May, based on staff nominations are:

7A – Max Lucattini & Jayati Savaliya

7B- Shemona Alhadad & Aiden Doria

7C – Tracey Achieng & Zac Sheils-Taleb

7D – Rolenson Lau & Teishalee Palaia

7E – Hayley Lacey & Matthew Tsimiklis

7F – Alek Dut & Steven Le

8A – Ethan Dowsett & Melina Izadikia

8B – Abbi Serong & Archie Greagan

8C – Alex Stocco & Chloe Simmonds

8D – Nathan Le & Casey Diep

8E – Jessie Mach & Balkaran Singh

8F – Brock Luchetta & Daphne Atkins

Once again, congratulations to our April/May Award 

winners who will receive their certificates in coming 

weeks.

YEAR 8 HEALTH PLAY “CYBERIA”

All Year 8s watched a play in the gym called 

“Cyberia”. This play was an entertaining investigation 

into the pitfalls of technology, including 

cyberbullying, blogging, Facebook, Instagram, 

Snapchat and MSN. Our actors realise suddenly that 

they can’t just press the undo button to retrieve their 

relationships, reputation, dignity and most of all their 

privacy. Students were able to watch situations play 

out and hopefully learn some valuable lessons about 

the responsible use of these new technologies in 

today’s society.
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Kind Regards,

Middle School Team 

Nick Vass – Middle School Leader 

Elaine Guerra – Year 9 Coordinator

Tammy Di Marco - Sub School Office Manager

PORTFOLIO INTERVIEWS 

 All year 10 students will sit through a Portfolio 

interview in week 2 of Term 3. This process begins 

towards the end of Term 2, whereby students begin 

to think about what direction they want to take, 

regarding their educational pathways for 2019 and 

beyond.

This process forms a part of the course counselling 

process that formalises subject and course 

selections for 2019.

INTERMEDIATE SPORT 

Our Middle School students competed in the district 

round robin a few weeks ago. We were represented 

in Boys Football and Soccer as well as Girls Netball 

and Soccer.

We thank the coaches who gave up their time to 

coach and then go out on the day.

SCHOOL TO WORK PROGRAM 

Our Indigenous students will have the opportunity 

to participate in the School to Work program a 

federally funded program aimed at ensuring 

Indigenous youth transition positively from school to 

further study or employment. This program is a joint 

partnership between Reservoir High and NRL club 

the Melbourne Storm.

“So far this year the 
program has been a huge 
success with our senior 
students.”
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 Medieval Day 2018
On a wet day on Friday the 11th of May Reservoir 

High was home to an assortment of Medieval 

characters, activities and specially designed lessons.  

Yes, the school took a colourful time trip back to the 

Middle Ages. 

All Year 8 classes attended the day and the 

timetable was carefully designed to insure their day 

would be completely devoted to history.  It started 

by breaking the Year 8 group into three.  Each group 

rotated to specially prepared rooms to participate 

in sessions on: Crime and Punishment, Weapons 

and Armour and Troubadours.  These sessions had 

professional presenters who used a variety of media, 

and real artefacts, such as swords and armour to 

really engage students interactively.  The sessions 

culminated in a Tournament in the Performance and 

Arts Centre, where students could literally ‘have a 

bash’ against a terrific real knight in armour.  

After lunch, students watched the movie ‘A 

Knight’s Tale’ for the first time together, in the new 

Performance and Arts Centre.  This movie was 

recommended by the organization that staged 

the above and teachers will be doing follow up 

activities on it and the day in their classes.

This Medieval day was fun because many 

Humanities teachers and other staff dressed up 

in period costume.  Many teachers taught normal 

classes in Medieval dress and deserve points for 

being really good sports.  

Thanks need to be given to the daily organizer 

Ms Christine Reilly who helped with the intricate 

organization required for the day and the Drama 

Coordinator Ms Heather Wilson who found 

really great costumes for the staff in the drama 

department props.   Ms Ros Pizzey was also a 

tireless organizer.

The Humanities staff were also great in their 

dedication to make the day the real success it was.

Peter Cattapan
Humanities Coordinator
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Senior School Report
 

In the blink of an eye, Term 2 and Semester 1 is over. 

In the time it took for that blink to occur, a lot has 

happened in the Senior School; excursions, exams, 

SACs, tests and of course teaching and learning.

There were many excursions this term which I know 

the students got a lot out of. Each and every time the 

teachers returned to the school praising the students 

they took out. They have varied from subject specific 

excursions for subjects like English (ACMI Rear 

Window) and Outdoor Education (Geocaching) but 

we’ve also had whole year level excursions to La 

Trobe University. The Year 12 students attended a 

Tertiary Information Session which provided them 

with information about the VTAC application process 

and allowed them to ask University and TAFE 

providers questions they had. The Year 11 students 

also attended an excursion at La Trobe Uni, for 

Options Day. They were provided information about 

university life and had many guest speakers present 

information to them.

Term 2 is also examination time, with the Year 11 

students completing exams for each subject they 

study. The exams ran very smoothly over the three 

days and it’s a great way to prepare the students for 

what is required when they sit the VCAA external 

assessments. Quite a few of them have already done 

this, as on June 13 the GAT (General Achievement 

Test) was completed. 

“The last week of the 
term will be International 

Week at Reservoir 
High and during this 

week the school will be 
celebrating” 

Students from year 8 to 12 completed their GAT  

external assessment this term. The conduct 

and manner of our students was excelent. All 
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Kind Regards,
Senior School Team

Lorraine Cross – Sub School Office Manager
Nina Rossini – Year 11 Coordinator

Ken Sinderberry – Senior School  Leader

 YEAR 11 OPTIONS DAY AT LA TROBE UNIVERSITY

 Our annual Options Day was held on Thursday, 14th 

June at La Trobe University.

Options Day is a great way for our Yr. 11  students to 

look at the many options they have open to them 

after they leave high school.

The day included presenters from both the University 

and TAFE sectors, two workshops, a forum of past 

students relating their transitional journeys and two 

keynote speakers who opened and closed the day.

A big thank you, first, to La Trobe University for 

hosting the event, to Mr. Jessup our Principal, Ms 

Rossini, Mr. Sinderberry our Senior School Leaders 

and all the presenters as well as some of our local 

traders, who contributed to our end of the day raffle. 

Well done to our Yr. 11 students, The Careers Team 

hope you were able to look at your future options and 

begin the journey of discovery to your future tertiary/

work life.

Careers Team: Mr. Devine, Mrs Gasbarro, Mrs Guerra.

92 students sat ready to begin their task at 10am 

and worked hard till 1pm when it was completed. 

External supervisors commented on the conduct and 

behavior of our students. 

The last week of the term will be International Week 

at Reservoir High and during this week the school will 

celebrate so there will be lots to celebrate next week 

and I look forward to sharing stories about this huge 

week in Term 3. I know a lot of students in the senior 

school will be dressing up in traditional dress of their 

backgrounds and will have a great time at the whole 

school assembly. 

I wish all the students in the Senior school a restful 

break. It is important to recharge the batteries, as 

Term 3 will be a very busy term and it is vital that 

students are ready to hit the ground running, when 

we return on July 16.
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ADVANCE CAMP - Barjarg Lodge

REFLECTIONS FROM SOME OF THE STUDENTS 

The excitement was way too much for some, even 

before camp. Many encountered extremely bad luck 

right before the camp started - Nany The Sunday 

before camp was also the day my dad arrived in 

Australia. I packed all my stuff in the morning using a 

tiny suitcase, which barely fit anything in. I realised at 

2am in the morning that I could have used my dad’s 

suitcase, which is 3 times bigger and would have 

been so much more convenient. In the end, I got 4 

hours of sleep… - Jack

The first day was a fantastic day. It was the day 

where I completely forgot my stuff, such as a pillow. 

(Don’t look at me like I’m stupid, at least I didn’t 

forget my food) - Matthew I’d forgotten my sleeping 

bag, so my dad had to circle back home to get it. 

I had to listen to my dad’s lecture the whole way 

home and on the way back thanks to the morning 

traffic - Nany

I don’t know if I was the only one but I kind of already 

wanted my bed back, so I could sleep, because 

whenever you have something important the next 

day, OF COURSE YOUR BODY DECIDES, “Oh hey, 

let’s stay up as late as possible so they’re so tired that 

you don’t know what’s going on!”. - Kiva

The bus trip on the way to Barjarg was a funny thing 

in itself; multiple people (*cough* Nany *cough*) 

managed to get their beauty sleep on the long 

ride, some partook in exhilarating games such as I 

Spy, and others kept mostly to themselves, trying 

desperately to ignore the loud chorus of rowdy year 

9’s. - Alisha

As we got back on the bus to arrive at our final 

destination, we had to wait 20 minutes for Mr 

O’Donnell, who was taking his time to buy two 

brooms for himself, and an hour or so later we were 

greeted by camp Barjarg. -Eboney

I remember arriving at the camp and thinking, “What 

the flip is this place?”. I thought it would’ve looked like 

my Year 6 camp, three years ago. It looked so old, 

dusty and rusty. It had survived a reaaaaaaally long 

time, I remember seeing ‘1967’ written under a bunk 

bed. THAT'S LIKE 51 YEARS! - Tracey. 

Even though I didn’t know it then, I would grow to 

love the old place, and I’d be sad to leave it behind – 

Alisha
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DAY 1

We got our cabin number and hauled our stuff into 

our cabin. When we were inside I thought that it was 

actually quite nice. I didn’t expect it to be that good 

looking considering the outside. - Lavinia. 

After we settled into our cabins and picked the beds 

we wanted, we had the teamwork activities. Our 

group was terrible at the first game. We had to do 

‘River Crossing’, but our team couldn’t figure out how 

to get across until the very end. After all the hard 

problem solving, (we cheated) WE ALMOST MADE 

IT TO THE OTHER SIDE UNTIL THE TEACHER SAID, 

“Time’s up! Get to the next activity!” We were let down 

but were all happy because we gave it our best try 

and it was fun. - Emily

We then did activities like ‘Blindfold’, ‘The Electrical 

Fence’, ‘The River with Crocodiles’, and the ‘Riddles’. - 

Matthew

That night was fun. We had sausages, burgers, hash 

browns and salad for dinner and for dessert, we 

got ice cream. Well-done Miss Pizzey. Dinner was 

excellent. - Lavinia

It was getting dark and the majority of us armed with 

torches and lights, ventured down into the darkness. 

With countless trees, most people were scaredy cats 

and too frightened to go down, whereas those who 

found the courage deep within… yelled in terror and 

ran the other way. - Nathan

I was stargazing with Ibrahim and Sweeney and saw 

the Orion constellation. - Matthew

That night in the hall of our dorms, before bed, some 

of the girls and I made a video. Also thought it was a 

good idea to do two hundred crunches.... I payed for 

that the next day - Mady  

Nathan rode the little Dora scooter evrywhere while 

Manjot was playing the Russian national anthem out 

of his karioke microphone that he brought along, 

annoying evryone in the cabin. Ibrahim even set about 

five alarms to go off in the night that woke me up. The 

boys and I started a tradition on the camp where we 

yelled, ‘Wakanda Forever!’ and crossed our arms over 

our chests. We even did it before we ate our meals. 

We yelled it before going on the boat and yelled it 

whenever. - Sweeney

Something that I learnt on camp, was that torches 

can be lifesavers at the most crucial moments. Emily 

had taught Dorothy, Nany and I how to play ‘Bluff’, a 

card game in which you have to lie your way to win. 

Lights in the cabins were supposed to be out by 

eleven, but Bluff was so fun that we didn’t want to 

stop playing when eleven rolled around. Therefore, 

we all took our torches out, sat on Nany’s bed and 

played many, many, many games of ‘Bluff’. - Rachel

“Something that I learnt 
on camp, was that 

torches can be lifesavers 
at the most crucial 

moments.”
DAY 2

This was the day where we went to Lake 

Nillahcootie. It was my first time going to a lake. 

I questioned everything like, Why is the lake so 

brown? Are there any leeches? Are there any 

animals? What if I accidentally step on a fish? - 
Tracey

This day was probably my favourite out of the 

camp. We started off with the raft activity with Mr 

O’Donnell. That was really fun. We had to work out 

how to build a raft with two barrels, four poles/trees 

and ropes. Our team made a very stable secure raft 

that made it around the floating things in water and 

back. - Lavinia
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Our second activity was going on the lake, in donut 

rings which were tied to the boat, and we were 

dragged along behind the speedboat at an almighty 

speed so that we would bounce 5 feet into the air 

and come crashing down again. - Nathan

The teachers had organized heaps of activities that 

day but my favourite by far, was going on the donuts 

on the back of the boat. I went on with Tayla, and I 

thought we were doing well until the end when Mr 

Marcus swerved the boat and both Tayla and I got 

flung off. - Holli Rose

“We had a food 
challenge, a little like the 
food challenges in ‘I’m a 
Celebrity, Get Me Out Of 

Here!’,”
Nathan, Ibrahim and I went walking. We stood 

underneath a tree and heard cracking . A branch fell 

and almost hit Nathan, but luckily part of the branch 

didn’t completely break and was left hanging. I have 

never seen Nathan run so fast. - Carolina

We had a food challenge, a little like the food 

challenges in ‘I’m a Celebrity, Get Me Out Of Here!’, 

but far better - we didn’t have to eat an animal, or 

somthing like that. We were in teams of 5 or 6 and   

had to vote someone to eat the mysterious thing, 

with no idea what would be under the tablecloth and 

container. I had to eat jellybeans, except they weren’t 

ordinary jelly beans. Little did I know I was going to 

eat Bean Boozled jelly beans. Barf, skunk spray, and 

juicy pear were the flavours that mine tasted like. 

-Electra

On the second night, we began to watch an anime 

movie called ‘Your Name’. There were about ten 

people gathered in the recreation room playing table 

tennis, table football and the old PlayStation 2. As 

soon as we started watching. everyone’s attention 

was caught.  10 minutes after, we began the movie, 

everyone in the room gathered together and quickly 

found a spot on the sofa. After an hour we had the 

lights turned off to make the room condition better 

for the movie. We kept watching until we all heard 

an unavoidable loud noise which came straight from 

the door. Sweeney checked his watch and it was 

11.13. The strange thing was that none of the teachers 

realised we were still in the recreation room watching 

anime when they left by 11. - Jack
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DAY 3

The bike ride was BEAUTIFUL, the wind in my 

face, up the hills and downhill. It was so fun. I even 

enjoyed Neil’s Nightmare, having to struggle up 

the hill, then when I reached the top, I felt like I had 

achieved something that I will probably never do in 

my life again - Emily

Our tent disaster was horrible. Nany, Rachel and I had 

gone into the task of setting it up with overwhelming 

optimism, but little did we know the mundane, 

simple task of raising a tent would become a terrible 

ordeal of tears, tantrums and terrible communication. 

It turned out okay though, with the help of Jack. We 

ended up sleeping under a perfectly raised canvas, 

yay! - Alisha

When we finally put our tent up, we cooked our 

dinner which was chicken stir-fry and it was pretty 

nice. We then pretty much just spent the night 

making smores for our dessert. When we went to 

bed. I slept quite well, but Lavinia woke up during the 

night and heard possums fighting and she said that 

she freaked out because she didn’t know what it was. 

- Charlotte

DAY 4 

Charlotte and I woke up at 7:15am we probably woke 

everyone up laughing so hard to one of our inside 

jokes.- Lavinia

Electra, Cheyenne, Madi and I got punished on 

Thursday afternoon for different reasons and we 

had to wash the bus. Mr O’Donnell made sure 

every speck was cleaned off the bus and trailer. It 

turned out that our whole group (Group D) was in for 

punishment, but we somehow ended up with the 

most points on awards night. - Carolina

I got a chicken for complaining too much, a hook 

because I nearly lost an arm, strings because I nearly 

hit a car doing practice rides and an L plate because 

I accidentally rode on the wrong side of the road. - 

Nany

Once the Awards night was over, I asked Mr Marcus 

if I could have more chocolates because I could 

do a weird sound and I also fell over. He gave me a 

handful of chocolates which was GREAT! I ended up 

running back to our room to show off that I got more 

chocolates to Charlotte. Because I taught Charlotte 

how to do the weird sound, we both ran back to him to 

get more chocolates and he gave them to us. Which 

probably wasn’t the smartest idea. - Holli Rose

At night, we had a challenge to figure out the clues 

that would give us everyone’s name and then we had 

an award ceremony. I got two awards, one for being 

the worst walker, which got me “The Walking dead” 

incense, and the other for sleeping the longest - Kiva 

CONCLUSION

The Advance Camp was absolutely unreal, with all the 

activities and fun with our campmates. It took the Year 

9’s to Camp Barjarg, where we were surrounded by 

farmland and Australian bush. The campsite itself was 

on a block of farm/bush-land and fortunately for us 

there were cabins and a rec room. - Nathan

If it wasn’t for the camp, I wouldn’t have experienced 

new things. I wouldn’t have grown a bond with my 

classmates and made memories with them. I wouldn’t 

have learnt new things from different people. The 

memories I’ve made and activities that I’ve taken part 

in have all been memorable. This camp has boosted 

my confidence and self-esteem. I really do believe 

that camps build friendships and teach more about 

different areas. It has taught me a lot about teamwork 

and life skills. It taught me how to build a tent and 

tie ropes. It has taught me to clear the area of rocks 

before setting up my tent. And to bring 35982637 

layers as well as bring something to layer the bottom 

of the tent. - Tracey

Now that I think about it, it’s quite hard to choose 

which part of the camp I liked the most. Was it waking 

everyone up, burning ants, struggling to open a simple 

can of meat, biking fast down hills, the boat ride, or 

breaking the swing? I’ll probably never tell. - Ibrahim
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Reservoir High students have made us proud this 

year with the following students making it to the 

NMR division. 

Well done to all those that competed with such 

outstanding effort!

U13 Boys – Isaac Wilson - 10th place

U13 Girls – Chantelle Foreman – 3rd

U13 Girls – Haley Lacey – 10th

U14 Boys – Swesi Alhadad – 10th

U14 Girls – Aharma Khan – 8th

U14 Girls – Jessica Mach – 9th

U15 Girls – Tayla Hume – 8th 

U15 Girls – Charlotte Reginato – 9th

U15 Girls – Lavinia McArdle – 10th 

2018 CROSS COUNTRY
YEAR 11 OUTDOOR & ENVIRONMENTAL 

The students of Year 11 Outdoor & Environmental 

Studies had a fantastic day at Brimbank Park on 

the 7th of June. Although it was windy and cold, 

students in four groups had the challenge of finding 

8 ‘geocaches’ hidden around the park. They used 

online navigation equipment to locate and log their 

finds and then compared it to an orienteering task 

using maps and compasses. 

“Year 11 Outdoor and 
Environmental Studies 
had a fantastic day at 
Brimbank Park”

This not only tested their knowledge of old and new 

navigation technology but gave them an experience 

that helped them discover new and innovative ways 

to enjoy outdoor environments. Everyone had a great 

time (especially now that Year 11 exams have finished 

for the semester). Thanks to Mr Todorovski for taking 

us!”
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SENIOR GIRLS NETBALL

Thursday 10/5 the Senior Girls Netball team 

competed in the Darebin division interschool netball 

competition.

They competed against Northcote and Thornbury 

who were tough competition. 

The girls represented the school extremely well 

with exceptional sportsman so if you see them 

around the school congratulate them!

INTERMEDIATE BOYS SOCCER

Congratulations to the Reservoir High Intermediate 

Boys Soccer team for their amazing efforts and 

commitment during the last interschool competition.

The students played their hearts out and it was a 

pleasure watching them learn and work together as a 

team. Time to start training for next year!!

 YEAR 8 NETBALL

“The Year 8 Netball teams made us incredibly proud 

today. The students fought extensively for possession 

and points right until the last whistle. Although there 

were some tough competitors, our girls powered 

through with great skill, passion and incredible 

sportspersonship! 

Well done!!
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 An experience 
that will remain 
with me forever

I have just returned to school from a European tour 

regarding Taekwondo. It has been a journey that I 

will never forget. We travelled across five different 

countries to compete and train chasing experiences 

and medals. We visited Serbia in order to train 

with one of the best teams in the world. Next was 

Bulgaria, the Netherlands and Belgium to compete 

in three different international events, and after a 

small break we found ourselves in Greece competing 

in one of the biggest European tournaments in 

Taekwondo.

Serbia and Bulgaria were the first two countries we 

visited and although they gave us great opportunities 

to grow as taekwondo athlete I didn’t enjoy these 

places. In Serbia we were invited to train at the 

best club in the world with many amazing athletes 

present. I loved every minute of my training there. 

“I competed on the last 
day having to win five 

fights in order to achieve 
a medal.”

The intensity of the classes was incredible. After a 

week of training there we flew to Bulgaria for the 

Sofia Open. At this competition I met four of my idols, 

Olympians and World champions. Unfortunately I 

didn’t get the result I was aiming for. I had two great 

first fights but found myself defeated in the quarter 

finals by a local girl.

Next we flew to Belgium where we stayed for both 

the Dutch and Belgium Open. I was fortunate enough 

to be staying in the heart of the city and I was able 

to see some amazing architecture. The Dutch Open 

was the next competition we took part in. I didn’t 

have much luck there either. I defeated my first two 

opponents but when it was time for my quarter finals 

I let my nerves take over. I was unable to fight to the 

best of my ability and I lost to a girl I had previously 

beat. This was devastating for me. 

On the following day we were already at a different 

location in Belgium, closer to the venue. This time I 

had decided that I would give it my all. I wanted to 

make sure I wouldn’t have any regrets since I would 

have a break after this fight. That is exactly what I 

did on the court. My first two fights were extremely 

easy then I faced a challenging quarter final, but this 

time I came out on top and made it to the semi-finals 

where I lost a very close fight and was awarded the 

bronze medal. It was great to finally have a place on 

the podium
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We stayed in Belgium for another couple of days until 

we got on the place and flew to our next destination 

which was Greece. There, we trained hard every day 

for three weeks in order to get ready for the biggest 

competition we had participated in so far. When we 

finally got to the competition venue the atmosphere 

was astonishing. There were so many different 

athletes representing countries from all around the 

world. I was so happy to be part of it all.

I competed on the last day having to win five fights 

in order to achieve a gold medal. My first four fights 

were against Russia, Turkey, Greece and Turkey 

again. Overcoming those four competitors get 

me a place in the finals against Russia. After three 

extremely hard rounds I was defeated and attained 

a silver medal which felt amazing. It wasn’t good 

enough of course but I had finally showed everyone 

that I not only did I have potential, but I could bring 

the results our country desires.

Italian Incursion 

On Monday 21st May, Year 7 students watched the 

comical show, ‘mission gnocchi’.

Pippo and Pasquale attempted to make the traditional 

dish "Gnocchi Alla Panna". Through their crazy and 

comical antics, students learnt the basics of Gnocchi 

as well as exploring la cuccina italiana and some of 

the most popular items found in it. The students were 

entertained through songs, audience participation, 

slapstick comedy and of course – Italian language!

 Anastasia Typou Year 10 E- EAL

Mission Gnocchi

Regards,
Joseph Sirianni

Languages Leader (Italian)
Reservoir High

Email: sirianni.joseph.a@edumail.vic.gov.au



Years 7–9 

2019 SOCCER  
DEVELOPMENT 
ACADEMY
An exciting new sports opportunity for students 
passionate about Soccer!

In 2019 Reservoir High will launch a Soccer Development 
Academy for budding soccer players.

Students will have the opportunity to engage in 
intensive skills training with professional coaches 

using the latest coaching methods, develop their 
understanding of game tactics, sports nutrition, 
sports psychology, injury prevention and much more. 

To Register your interest in this outstanding 
program please complete the Registration of 
Interest form at www.reservoirhs.vic.edu.au

Developing the minds and bodies of our youth
855 Plenty Road, Reservoir, VIC 3073

Tel: (03) 9466 0900  w: reservoirhs.vic.edu.au


